Rational use of antibiotics
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A WHO Expert Committee has endorsed the concept of "reserve antibiotics" in formulating recommendations for the biennial revision of the Model List of Essential Drugs (1). They recommend that the third generation cephalosporins, quinolones and vancomycin should be conserved to reduce the risk of resistance to them and to contain costs. They point out that many common infectious diseases can still be treated effectively with older agents and more selective use of the newer agents could be accomplished if locally relevant information on antibiotic susceptibility were available. The Expert Committee emphasized the urgent need for governments to set up reference laboratories to obtain timely information concerning emergence of resistant microorganisms.

These recommendations are in concert with the WHO report on antimicrobial resistance (2) and a Task Force on Antibiotic Use and Antibiotic Use Worldwide sponsored by the Fogerty International Center of the National Institutes of Health (3). The Newsletter of the Alliance for the Prudent Use of Antibiotics provides timely information on patterns of resistance to antibiotics in developing countries. The Rockefeller Foundation has committed resources to global surveillance of use of antibiotics through its International Clinical Epidemiology Network (INCLEN).

It is apparent that there are enormous problems with resistant bacteria in developing countries. There have been extensive outbreaks of chloramphenicol-resistant typhoid fever in Mexico (4), sulfonamide-resistant meningococcal infections which spread rapidly throughout the world (5), and penicillin-resistant pneumococci in South Africa (6) and Spain (7). The current pandemic of beta lactamase-producing, multiple-resistant gonococci appears to have originated in south-east Asia and Africa (8). Travellers in developing countries who take prophylactic antibiotics are at increased risk of enteric colonization with indigenous resistant bacteria (9) and may not be protected from multiple-resistant strains of Shigella flexneri in Brazil (10) or Shigella dysenteriae in Mexico (11). Widespread resistance of enterobacteria to trimethoprim has been described in Chile (12) and Nigeria (13). Beta-lactamase resistance among Haemophilus influenzae is a major problem. In a large US collaborative study, ampicillin resistance was detected in 20 per cent of strains (14). Very little is known concerning the prevalence of these strains in developing countries.

Two-thirds of the world's population live in the developing nations of Asia, Africa and South America. Most of these populations exist under conditions of poverty, inadequate medical care, poor sanitation and nutrition (15). Bacterial infectious diseases account for much of the morbidity and mortality, particularly among young children (16-18). Effective antimicrobial therapy is limited by a large reservoir of antibiotic-resistant bacteria. This appears to be related to selective pressure exerted by extensive use of antibiotics. Spread of resistant strains is augmented by plasmid-mediated resistance and by crowding and poor sanitation.

Acute lower respiratory infections and diarrhoeal diseases among infants in developing countries tend to be much more severe and potentially more lethal than in developed nations. Prompt administration of penicillin, chloramphenicol or trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole (19) may be life-saving for infants with acute lower respiratory infections while diarrhoeal diseases respond best to oral rehydration. Tomson and Sterky (20) found in a survey of 75 pharmacies in three Asian countries that only 16 gave appropriate advice concerning use of oral rehydration for diarrhoea in infants. Most others dispensed combination products containing kaolin and pectin with furazolidone, neomycin, sulfonamides or dihydrostreptomycin and "antimotility" agents. Use of tetracyclines, to which the organisms are likely to be resistant, rather than oral hydration, accounted for over 50 per cent of the drug costs to treat diarrhoeal disease in Indonesian children (21).

Antimicrobial agents can be purchased in most of the developing nations in local pharmacies as over-the-counter preparations, without prescription.
Although this practice makes drugs more accessible to the population, there is a growing body of information which indicates that antimicrobial agents are often sold in quantities and for indications for which they will be ineffective and that this might be conducive to development of resistance (22-25). The issue of underdosing of antibiotics is a major problem. In a district of Manila, almost 90 per cent of purchases were for 10 or less tablets or capsules (24). These findings are similar to those reported in a rural community in Bangladesh in which about half the purchases were in quantities which fulfilled the requirements for a single day's dose (22). A similar situation has been described in Nigeria (23). In contrast, a study of outpatient use of antibiotics in a US community reported an average of 46 units per prescription (26).

The aim to rationalize the use of antibiotics clearly holds policy implications at every level of health care. Can, for instance, reasonable guidelines be devised for empiric use of antibiotics for the treatment of severe lower respiratory infection or diarrhoeal disease in children without knowing the responsible organisms and their susceptibility to antibiotics?

It is impossible to formulate rational policies for selection of essential antimicrobial agents in a given region without systematic, representative, ongoing surveillance of patterns of resistance. There is a clear need for a representative, global system which will provide early warnings of occurrence of resistant bacteria, and which is capable of tracing the origin and spread by modern methods of plasmid and other resistance markers.

Can antibiotics be prescribed rationally in a sophisticated hospital without a well conceived formulary and the support of an adequate microbiology department?

Modern antibiotics are available to patients in tertiary care hospitals in the more rapidly industrializing countries. There is considerable evidence that nosocomial infections with resistant organisms are common and that antibiotic use is often inappropriate (27). The Infectious Diseases Society of America has prepared guidelines for improving use of antimicrobial agents in hospitals (28). Four areas are emphasized. These include:

1. A well structured formulary containing all essential drugs, obtained at the lowest cost and avoiding redundant agents.

2. Microbiology laboratory support with ongoing surveillance of antimicrobial resistance.

3. Studies of patterns of use of antibiotics by the medical staff.


It is recommended that each hospital should have an antimicrobial agents team composed of a physician knowledgeable in infectious diseases, an infection control practitioner, a clinical microbiologist and a clinical pharmacist. Their functions are to monitor antimicrobial use and resistance, to formulate policies and develop programmes to improve usage in the institution. Although hospitals in developing countries may not have all the necessary resources, they should strive toward these goals. Nothing less should be expected in urban hospitals in the more affluent, rapidly developing countries.

There are no simple means of improving the use of antibiotics in developing countries given the constraints of widespread poverty, severe infectious diseases and lack of knowledge among the populations concerning optimal use of antimicrobial agents. Several steps are mandatory if the situation is to be improved (3). These include:

1. Raising standards of living of the populations to decrease the burden of infectious diseases through provision of sanitation, immunization, nutrition and education.

2. Instituting an organized national system for regulating the importation and local production of essential agents and for deterring the marketing of inappropriate or ineffective products.

3. Providing unadulterated, effective agents at a cost that is reasonable for the population with the greatest need.

4. Providing an efficient distribution network that ensures availability of effective agents.

5. Providing a system of medical care that can diagnose and manage infectious diseases with a reasonable level of certainty in the absence of highly-sophisticated technology.

6. Establishing community surveillance and laboratory systems that can detect emergence of resistant micro-organisms and provide assistance to health care workers in the selection of the most effective agents at a reasonable cost.
7. Develop an understanding of the diversity of beliefs, customs, and folklore concerning health and disease among the population that is served.

8. Instituting a system of education for health care professionals that provides training relevant to the medical care needs of the population and includes an understanding of management-oriented disease classification based on critical clinical signs.

The issue of appropriate use of antibiotics and other drugs is far too complex to place the entire blame on overzealous promotion by the pharmaceutical industry (29, 30). There is considerable evidence that prescribing practices by physicians are faulty both in developed and developing countries. This is compounded by drug-seeking behaviour not only by poorly informed people, but by professionals who should know better.

Antibiotics deserve their place as one of the most powerful pillars of modern medical care. The issues of their availability, selection and proper use are of critical importance to all of us in the global community (31).
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